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research, and transfer engineering technology to
benefit Nebraska’s biological systems.
Our
Undergraduate Majors: Agricultural Engineering
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Mechanized Systems Management
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From the Department Head
Hello and welcome to the latest edition
of our departmental newsletter. We are
taking a different approach this issue so
as to better highlight some of our work
by faculty, staff, and students. Hopefully,
you enjoy this approach and become
better informed of our activities.
We have had an eventful time this past
Mark Riley
year, and I continue to be awed by the
tremendous impact that our people have both inside and
outside our campus. Inside this newsletter you will see
diverse stories, but these only provide a small sampling of
our highlights.
The departmental total undergraduate enrollment continues
to increase (from about 350 in 2012 to over 400 now) in our
three programs (AGEN, BSEN, and MSYM). Along with
this increase in students, we are in the midst of changes
in the roles of several faculty, including a retirement and
new administrative duties described in several pages here.
We know that it is critical to continue our strong tradition
of student advising, we value this greatly, and are working
hard to meet the student’s needs.
Extension programming continues to have a strong
presence across the state, especially in irrigation and water
resources, precision agriculture, and in animal agriculture.
Stories on several of these activities are presented here.
Our research activities lead the generation of new
knowledge, products, and processes, and our external
support has increased over the past year. Training of
students in our laboratories both helps to support this
mission and to give our students practical experience that
will help them in their future endeavors.

Our Facilities:
L. W. Chase Hall, UNL East Campus
Swarts Family Biological Teaching Laboratory
Translational Regenerative Medicine (TREM) Lab
Environmental Engineering & Bioremediation Lab
Biomedical Imaging & Biosignals Analysis (BIBA) Lab
Pannier Laboratory
Soil & Water Properties Lab
Land Measure & Surveying Lab
Biophysics Lab
Hydraulics Lab
Value-Added Processing & Food Engineering Lab
W. E. Splinter Laboratories, UNL East Campus
Power Lab
Nebraska Tractor Test Lab
Larsen Tractor Test & Power Museum, East Campus
Rogers Memorial Farm, Lancaster County, NE
South Central Agriculture Laboratory (SCAL),
		 Clay Center, NE

In January, we welcomed a new faculty member, Dr. Yufeng
Ge who will focus on developing sensors and monitoring
of plant stress. We have recently lost three members of our
department to unfortunate disease and their stories are
shared here.
I hope that you have a healthy and productive spring. We
all hope for a good rain. Stop by and visit the department
when you have a chance.
Best regards,
Mark Riley
BSE Department Head
mriley3@unl.edu
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WIRELESS
UNDERGROUND
CyberSEES

T

From left: Dr. Stephen Reichenbach, Dr. Can Vuran, Dr. Xin Dong, Dr. Suat Irmak

he Wireless Underground Sensor
Network (WUSN) is a next generation
soil moisture monitoring approach
that will greatly improve soil moisture
measurements to inform irrigation
management. This technology is the first
of its kind to measure soil moisture using
a wireless sensor network permanently
buried underground. For the last 5
years, BSE Professor Suat Irmak has
been working with UNL Computer
Science and Engineering Associate
Professor Mehmet Can Vuran and CSE
Research Professor Xi Dong to develop
this new underground antenna and
communication system supported by
an NSF Career grant. Dr. Irmak’s work
is on the practical applicability and
operational characteristics of the WUSN
in real field conditions, determining
proper soil properties and soil moisture
dynamics relationships for irrigation
management purposes. Field research

components have been conducted at his
research fields and infrastructure at the
South Central Agricultural Laboratory near
Clay Center, NE. Dr. Vuran, Dr. Irmak, and
Dr. Dong were able to obtain an additional
$300K NSF CyberSEES grant to further
develop the system for practical irrigation
management applications.
The WUSN is comprised of a series of
underground nodes with connected soil
moisture sensors. The nodes communicate
amongst each other and send soil moisture
data to a central node. The system can

communicate between aboveground and
underground and between underground
nodes. WUSN has great potential to
be used in enhancing the precision of
irrigation applications both in variable
rate irrigation as well as in fixed rated.
One of the ultimate goals of the project
is to utilize information on the field’s
spatial variability (based on soil physical
properties, terrain characteristics, etc.)
along with soil moisture data collected
in the field, as the center pivot makes the
circle, to determine and then implement
the precise required irrigation application
rate in real-time. This approach will
fundamentally change irrigation
management operations to reduce water
and fuel usage while delivering precise
inputs to the field. This project is an
excellent example of highly productive
and outstanding collaboration between
faculty in two distinct engineering
disciplines working together to address
real-world water management issues.
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Cattle move with The Pivot Fence as it makes more grass available for grazing.

Inventor of The Pivot Fence Wins AE50 Award
Extension educator Jason Gross was
awarded the ASABE AE50 award at
February’s Ag Equipment Technology
Conference for his invention The Pivot
Fence. The award recognizes the 50 most
innovative designs in engineering products
or systems for food and agriculture
industries. He developed the rotational
grazing tool three years ago.
The Pivot Fence is a commercial, portable fencing device
that attaches to any irrigation center-pivot and turns it into a
mechanized electric cross fence for livestock grazing systems. It
attaches to any make and model of center-pivot or lateral irrigation
system—without any alterations to the pivot—to suspend an
electrified wire to a desired height, even in the roughest terrain.
Using the center-pivot as a moveable cross fence reduces the labor
component of grazing livestock from manually moving posts and
wire to simply moving the centerpivot with the push of a button.
Larger-scale forage-based or crop-residue grazing operations can
be achieved with minimal labor. Allowing the livestock to graze
forages can reduce production costs and add value back to crop
rotations by leaving residue and manure in the field.
“The Pivot Fence reduces the costs, labor, and machinery involved
in baling, hauling, grinding, mixing, feeding, and transport of the
manure back to field,” Gross says. “Leave the non-utilized forage
and manure in the field where it is critical to healthy soils. You
move the system based on forage availability and fertilizer.” One
use of the prototype system Gross designed was to control corn
intake of cows in an irrigated cornfield that had a lot of downed
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ears. “A producer grazed a 130-acre field with 100 cows for 90
days with the cows eating everyday. They didn’t need protein
supplement.” John Riekman, farm manager at the U.S. Meat
Animal Research Center near Clay Center, was pleased with the
performance of The Pivot Fence last year. He installed a pivot on
a quarter-section of dryland brome pasture, after the brome was
killed in the summer. Oats, turnips and radishes were seated in
late August and watered up with the pivot. Then, after The Pivot
Fence components were added and when the forage was mature,
275 weaned heifers were placed in the field. They followed the
system, which was moved 3°- 5° around the circle every day. The
cows always waited for the pivot to move. Forage productivity
and efficient grazing increased the number of cattle to more than
400 head.

The drive clamp, which attaches to pipe that runs between the wheels
on each tower, keeps the electric wire from grounding on the driver
motor or the pipe and sets the wire height at each tower.

Precision Ag Workshops Help
Producers Get the Most out of
Their Data By Joe Luck
Assistant Professor and Precision Agriculture Engineer
Joe Luck has developed hands-on training activities
to help producers understand how to collect and
analyze their field data to improve the efficiency of their
operations. Dr. Luck has performed over a half-dozen
of these mobile workshops (laptops, field monitors, and
training materials are transported to workshop sites) and
has trained over 150 producers in two states. The main
goal of the workshops is to provide training on methods
to collect the most accurate data possible and turn that
into sound information to improve decision making.
Much of the materials contained in the workshops
can be found on the UNL Precision Ag website (www.
precisionagriculture.unl.edu).

The Growing No-Till Future
Narrow-row Drills and Air Seeders
Extension ag engineer Paul Jasa’s No-till Planter Clinic near
Indianapolis, Dec. 15, earned him an article in Farm Progress.
Paul says if you don’t understand the differences drills and
air seeders have with planters, you may make some critical
mistakes that will lead to poorly spaced stands, which don’t
emerge uniformly. Determine if the drill or air seeder is set up
for narrow rows, such as 7.5” or 8”, which have four times the
disc openers compared to a 30” row planter, resulting in onefourth the clearance for residue in no-till planting, making the
fall job of spreading chaff and residue with the combine even
more important.

New Director of Research
Daugherty Water for Food Institute
Christopher M.U. Neale joined the
Robert B. Daugherty Water for Food
Institute at the University of Nebraska
in Oct. as Director of Research, the
newest addition to its leadership team.
He holds an academic appointment
in the Department of Biological
Systems Engineering and a research
appointment in the School of Natural Resources
Center for Advanced Land Management Information
Technologies (CALMIT).

In his continuous no-till work, Jasa has found getting enough
weight on the drill and in the right places so that it will
penetrate and place seed properly is one of the struggles.
Weight will be a big concern in getting these units to do
a good job of planting. Jasa said, “Some companies have
recognized the problem and added extra weight on the unit
as it comes from the factory. Weights of some drill models are
now considerably heavier than when the original model was
released several years ago.”
The basic operations to accomplish are still the same: cut the
residue, place seed at a uniform depth, obtain good seed-tosoil contact and close the trench properly over the seed.

Paul Jasa (right) discusses planter and drill settings with an
Indiana no-till farmer.
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Research, Teaching, Extension
Utilizing the Agricultural Research & Development Center (ARDC)

The ARDC, near Mead, NE, is a research and teaching site operated
by IANR but utilized substantially by many BSE faculty members
and extension educators. This facility is a tremendous resource and
facilitates collaboration between BSE, other IANR departments,
including Agronomy & Horticulture, and Animal Science, along
with external partners.
BSE Professor Dean
Eisenhauer holds hands-on,
practical application exercises
at ARDC for students in his
irrigation courses. A leader in
developing the M.S. Double
Degree program offered by
UNL and the United Nations
(UNESCO) Institute of
Hydraulic & Environmental
Engineering (IHE) based in the
Netherlands, and supported
by the Daugherty Water for
Food Institute, Eisenhauer uses
the ARDC facilities to teach
UNESCO students from all
Dean Eisenhauer (right foreground) over the world. His research at
the ARDC involves gathering
and UNESCO students.
comparison data on irrigation
flow meters (propeller and magnetic) and installation locations to
assist producers with proper utilization.
BSE Assistant Professor Deepak
Keshwani’s research evaluating grain
harvest logistics is a collaboration with
CLAAS Omaha, Inc. BSE graduate
student Wesley Schaardt tracked
grain cart and combine movement at
ARDC fields—data that is being used
to improve a grain harvest simulation
model, along with yield data from the
combines.

BSE Assistant Professor Adam
Liska uses ARDC facilities in
collaboration with faculty in the
School of Natural Resources and
Agronomy and Horticulture.
Research on changes in soil
organic carbon (SOC) and CO2 emissions associated
with corn residue removal for biofuels was funded
by the U.S. Department of Energy. These data were
used to estimate associated changes in SOC and CO2
emissions across the Corn Belt, resulting in three
related research articles. A second round of funding is
expected to begin in 2014.

William Kranz

Wesley Schaardt
Derrel Martin
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BSE Associate Professor William
Kranz’s research at ARDC focuses
on irrigation costs with the goal of
developing an Energy Star Guide
for pumping plants. Kranz, of
IANR’s Haskell Agricultural Lab,
collaborates with BSE Professors
Derrel Martin and Roger Hoy on
ways to minimize energy use by
irrigators in the project funded by
the Nebraska Department of Energy.

Roger Hoy

John Hay, whose expertise as an
extension educator is in biofuels
and bioenergy, taught students from
Dodge Elementary School (Omaha)
about biomass during a trip to
the ARDC. Hay explained, “The
ARDC has researchers studying
switchgrass, big bluestem, and
Indian grass as potential biomass
crops and offers field scale and
small demonstration plots for
students to see and experience the
crops first hand.”
John Hay (left)

Corn residue is baled in 2010 at ARDC,
and CO2 emissions are measured by tower eddy covariance.

BSE Assistant Professor Amy Schmidt shares her research with
producers at ARDC workshops. Her research confirms there are a
number of practices for limiting nitrogen loss from livestock manure
and significant impact on nitrogen retention that can be realized
during land application.

Joe Luck (right)

BSE Assistant Professor Joe Luck and BSE Extension
Research Engineer Paul Jasa presented at the ARDC’s Crop
Management and Diagnostic Clinics. Luck’s agriculture
sprayer automatic section control (ASC) systems research
was shared in “Understanding the Benefits and Limits
of Current Pesticide Application Field Equipment.” His
publication is at ianrpubs.unl.edu; search for EC718.

Paul Jasa (in red)

Paul Jasa’s work includes no-till equipment and system
management. His presentation, “The Cover Crop Cocktail,”
focused on use of a multi-species mixture to improve soil
health. Jasa used a demonstration plot with a warm season
mix of mung beans, pearl millet, soybeans, nitro radish,
sunn hemp, rapeseed, sorghum sudan, Ethiopian cabbage,
black oats, and flax. A cold season mix was also used that
included hairy vetch, cereal rye, winter pea, nitro radish,
chick pea, rapeseed, crimson clover, Ethiopian cabbage,
oats, and flax.
Stuart Hoff is the manager
of BSE’s Rogers Memorial
Farm and serves as the Federal
Excess Personal Property
(FEPP) program manager for
IANR/ARD across the state.
Departments can capitalize
on acquiring properties that
would otherwise be cost
prohibitive.

Collaboration between BSE faculty and staff, and other University, State, and Federal entities is ongoing at the ARDC.
(Portions of this article originally appeared in ARDC Today Vol. 3, No. 1 Winter 2014.)
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Ian Parsley monitors Professor Clark Potter on the violin for research
on breathing and performance anxiety.

BIBA: The Biomedical
Imaging & Biosignal
Analysis Lab
Professor Greg Bashford and his team of graduate students use
the BIBA lab to provide support for biomedical engineering
research. The research space has scanning equipment for imaging
human research subjects, such as ultrasound mammography
for breast cancer screening, echodentography, cardiovascular
flow quantification, ECG/EED instrumentation, and neurologic
experiments.

Mohammed Alwatban uses ultrasound to image an
Achilles tendon.

BIBA researchers use methods and signal processing for medical
applications at centers such as Madonna Rehabilitation Hospital,
Omaha Children’s Hospital, Nebraska Athletic Performance Lab,
and University of Nebraska Medical Center. Transcranial Doppler
(TCD), a method of monitoring cerebral blood flow velocities and
detecting emboli using ultrasound, has been used for neurologic
experiments involving stimuli evoked vascular changes, blood flow
dynamics during exercise, vestibular balance measures, and ocular
biomechanical properties. Project results apply to many areas from
diagnosis of concussion to ocular health of astronauts.
Graduate student Aaron Engel and fellow students are conducting
medical studies in which tendon imaging is used for the diagnosis
of damaged tissue. Algorithms developed by the BIBA Lab for
this application have been successful in distinguishing between
damaged and healthy tendons.

Brian Watt monitors Nicole Schwery using
transcranial Doppler imaging.
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Dr. Deepak Keshwani (left) and his team of graduate student researchers: Wesley Shaardt, Micheal Tai, and Pankaj Kuhar.

Enzymes to Combines:
Corn-based biofuels are a vital component of Nebraska’s economy
and provide the potential to be a major player in the emerging
cellulosic bioenergy industry. Assistant Professor Deepak
Keshwani’s research addresses key challenges to make cellulosic
biofuels commercially viable, from bench-scale experimental
studies on enzymes to field-scale analysis of biomass harvesting
systems. “Being trained as a biological systems engineer has
provided me the background needed to conduct research at
multiple scales involving both biological and agricultural aspects,”
says Keshwani.
One research project explores strategies to improve the process
of converting cellulosic biomass into biofuels. Considerable
progress has been made in the area of biomass conversion in
areas such as pretreatment and enzyme production, but the
technology for cellulosic ethanol is still in its infancy. There’s
a need to improve process efficiencies, such as low ethanol
concentration from sugar fermentation released during enzymatic
conversion of cellulosic feedstock as corn stover. “We are trying
to understand the dynamics of the interaction of enzymes with
cellulosic biomass, and then utilize that understanding to model
and optimize the conversion process,” said Keshwani. Ph.D.
student Michael Tai is conducting lab-scale experiments to
understand enzyme adsorption and conversion profiles for a range
of process conditions. Using this data, he and Keshwani employ
epidemiology-based modeling strategies to model the enzymatic
conversion process. The models will be used to identify optimum

Multiple Scales of Biofuels Research
parameters for a fed-batch process to increase the concentration of
fermentable sugars. Keshwani reports the potential impact of his
lab-scale research effort, “We anticipate that this research will lead
to significant process improvements through reduced enzyme use
and reduced down-stream distillation costs.”
Another Keshwani modeling project involves a much different
scale. A key factor in the feasibility of biofuel production from
cellulosic biomass is the ability to produce and deliver the biomass
in the quantity and quality needed by a biorefinery. In collaboration
with equipment manufacturer CLAAS, Keshwani is researching
to develop detailed harvest simulation models. The efforts have
resulted in a modeling framework that can simulate all the in-field
activities associated with harvesting grain and crop-residues (i.e.
corn stover) and predict field efficiencies and costs associated for
a range of harvesting scenarios. The models are being validated
and the scope extended to include harvesting of dedicated biomass
crops such as switchgrass. During fall 2014, graduate student
Wesley Schaardt captured yield data and monitored location of
combines and grain carts at several farming operations, including
UNL’s ARDC near Mead and several farms across the state.
“We were fortunate to tap into the vast network of farmers who
collaborate with Dr. Suat Irmak to identify potential validation
sites,” said Keshwani. Once the models are validated and improved,
Keshwani and his collaborators plan to develop decision making
tools for machinery management that will be useful to industry and
farmers.
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Our Students

Internships Are Worth More Than Their Pay
By Michael Dibbern and Logan Brown
It has been proven, time and time again, that efficiency
in learning is maximized when one actually performs the
task at hand. Much is learned in the classroom, but full
understanding is not gained until you are placed in the “field.”
The “field” can be reached after schooling, but what if you were
given the opportunity to see the field before you graduate?
Fortunately, this is made possible through the many internship
opportunities presented by hundreds of companies throughout
the U.S.
Michael Dibbern, a senior Mechanized
Systems Management major from Wood River,
Nebraska, said that his internship experience
was one that he will remember for the rest
of his life, especially because the experience
introduced him to the company and resulted
in a full-time job offer upon graduation, “Now that I have
the offer, I won’t have to deal with the stresses of searching
for a job after I graduate. Since I have already worked for the
company, the transition from college to the work force will be
exceptionally smooth.”
In the summer of 2013, Dibbern began an internship with
Orthman Manufacturing in Lexington, Nebraska. Orthman
is a leading manufacturer of farm tillage equipment and does
business all over the world. As Orthman is quickly expanding
and creating new departments, Dibbern was asked to join the
product support and sales department to assist in its fruition.
“During my time there, I was given the opportunity to
spearhead many projects that proved to be valuable to the
future of the company. Much of the first few weeks was spent
doing a lot of technical writing. I was asked to produce product
support documents that would allow customers to have a
better understanding of how to set and use certain Orthman
products,” explained Dibbern. “This technical writing would
eventually last for the majority of the summer. However, it paid
off greatly for myself in the end, because after it was all said
and done, I had created a dealer handbook to boost relations
between the dealers and the company.” The handbook was
then introduced to the senior staff of the company and was
unanimously accepted.
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Dibbern was not the only CASNR (College of
Agricultural Science and Natural Resources) student
to be on staff at Orthman during the summer of
2013. Logan Brown, (also from Wood River and
a Mechanized Systems Management major who
graduated Dec. 2013) was given the opportunity
to assist the Orthman agronomy department. “Through my
experience with Orthman agronomy, I was able to apply many of
the principles I had learned at school. I applied lessons from soil
conservation, crop production, and equipment classes I have taken
during my studies at UNL,” said Brown.
These internships are all about applying the facts and theories that
are taught in CASNR. To have the chance to push the limits of what
you have been taught and to try new, untested things in a realworld environment cannot be valued highly enough. Brown went
on to say that farmers are pushing for higher yields, while using
less water, resources, and inputs. While working with the Orthman
precision tillage specialists, he had an opportunity to test how
precision placement of nutrients effected crop growth, and how
reduced tillage increases soil health and reduces erosion, which are
ultimate goals of the research done right here at the University of
Nebraska–Lincoln.
These two CASNR students were also quick to point out that not
all of their time was spent in Lexington. They were also given the
opportunity to travel the Midwest and the southern United States,
to truly gain an understanding of the workings of a diverse and
rapidly growing farm-equipment company.

Logan Brown in the field.

A new product meeting where Jacob Hinrichsen (center back) helped introduce the
Command Center 4 to two different new reports.

The Deere Experience
An Intern’s Encounter

By Jacob Hinrichsen

Growing up on a family farm just north of
Burr, Nebraska, I gained an appreciation
of agriculture and knew it was something
I wanted to be involved with for the rest of
my life. This appreciation lead me to the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln where I’m
a junior working on my bachelor’s degree
in Mechanized System Management. I have
learned a lot of great things at UNL, and
this past summer, John Deere gave me the
opportunity to put my knowledge to use.
It all started with a plow in 1837, 176 years
later John Deere & Company is one of the
leaders in agriculture. There have been
many expansions to the company since
1837, one of these being Precision Farming,
which was started in 1996. With the drastic
changes and use of technology in agriculture,
Precision Farming has since been changed
to Integrated Solutions Group (ISG). ISG
is located out of Urbandale, Iowa and is in
charge of all precision equipment that John
Deere puts in its machinery.
I spent my summer at ISG where I was
a member of the DTAC team (Dealer
Technician Assistance Center). My first
two weeks involved learning John Deere
precision agriculture equipment before
tackling my first case. DTAC receives three
different types of cases from dealers: 1) Techin-field urgent, which we try and respond to
within 20 minutes of receiving the case, 2)
Normal, which we replied to within 12 hours
of receiving the case, 3) Report only, which
is the dealer reporting something he noticed
or a fix to a problem he had. The majority of
the cases I took dealt with problems related
to: 2630, 2600, and 1800 Greenstar Displays,
StarFire Receivers, and AutoTrac issues.

I was part of the Product Support team
for the Generation 4 Command Center
that came out in some 2014 7R model
tractors. My main project during my
internship was to lead training on the
Generation 4 Command Center for
DTAC. Before planning the training, I
traveled with the product support team to
western Kansas and Nebraska, and then
the middle of Minnesota on two dealer
validation trips. On these trips we allowed
dealers to use the Generation 4 and got
their feedback on the new command
center. I also took part in training the
solution specialist over the Generation 4
Command Center. These were two events
that really expanded my knowledge of
the new product and helped me prepare
my training for DTAC. I completed my
project during my last two weeks at ISG
by having two training events that covered
new key differences from other command
centers and gave DTAC members handson time to learn the new layout.
My summer with John Deere was a great
experience and allowed me to broaden
my knowledge on precision agriculture
equipment, which is becoming a big part
of agriculture around the world. After I
finish my junior year, I will be traveling
out to Waterloo, Iowa where I’ll work
with DTAC/Product Support again for
John Deere. I’m really looking forward
to working with the different models of
tractors and experiencing the factory
setting. After this summer, I’ll come back
to finish my senior year and graduate in
May of 2015 from Mechanized System
Management.

2013 team captain Lauren Wondra operates the
fountain at the 2013 competiton.

Fountain Wars

Under the leadership of senior captains
Lauren Wondra, Adam Emanuel, and
Sarah Gardels, BSE students competed
for the first time in the ASABE Fountain
Wars national competition at the Annual
International Meeting in Kansas City in
2013. The team placed 4th in the technical
task of bowling and 5th with their motion
machine by keeping a racquetball in
constant motion, both utilizing the
hydraulic power generated from one
pump. To satisfy the aesthetics portion,
the “Quack Pack” accentuated their Duck
Dynasty theme with camouflage, matching
t-shirts, and American flag bandanas.
The competition provides valuable
experience in design, fabrication, and
testing. The team is very excited to compete
in Montreal, Canada, July 2014 where they
must keep a beam balanced with buckets
containing an unknown weight and a
variety of holes water can flow through,
and launch parachutes. All tasks will use
the energy generated from a pump. 2014
Fountain Wars captains are Bethany
Brittenham and Julia Burchell.
The team is very appreciative for the
support of the following sponsors, faculty,
and graduate students: Diamond Plastics,
The Flatwater Group, Inc., Flowserve,
Lindsey Corporation, Wish Nebraska, Inc.,
Dr. Dean Eisenhauer, Dr. Derek Heeren,
Dr. Deepak Keshwani, Dr. Joe Luck,
David Mabie, Dr. Derrel Martin, Ryan
Freiberger, and Sam Marx.
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Our Graduate Students
from Around the World

Ergonomics Research to
Improve Wind Turbine Ladders
Emily Olig wears a 3D motion capture
suit as she climbs a ladder in Splinter
Labs for the research of graduate student
Vedvyas Kamarajuggada. Ved observes
the collected data on the monitor. He
is working with BSE Professor Jeff
Woldstad to improve the eurgonomics
of ladders used in wind energy towers.
The simulations help understand the
relationship between equipment and task
variables and joint injuries due to repeated
climbing of fixed verticle ladders. Ved
expects to graduate in August, 2014 with a
Ph.D. in Engineering with a specialization
in occupational bio-mechanics.
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Ph.D. student Vivek Sharma has been awarded
the IANR-ARD David and Anne E. Larrick
Memorial Travel Fund in the amount of $500.

Tim Martin received a 2014 Graduate Research
Fellowship from the Nebraska Center for Materials
and Nanoscience at the University of Nebraska. A
select group of doctoral graduate students (chosen on
the basis of high scholastic performance and personal
accomplishment) receive a stipend that supports them in
their doctoral dissertations and final year of studies.
Martin’s graduate work has involved transferring DNA from one form
of life to another and his interests focus on biotech applications in
materials (e.g. biomaterials/tissue engineering) and nanomedicine (e.g.
gene therapy, cancer research). His research has appeared in peerreviewed journals including The Journal of Gene Medicine in 2013.
A Ph.D. candidate in Biomedical Engineering, Martin served as a
Combat Engineer in the United States Marine Corps from 2002–2008.
His B.S. in Mechanical Engineering and B.S. in Biomedical Engineering
degrees serve as a strong foundation for his career aspirations in
research and development of gene/drug biotechnologies.

M.S. student Vasudha Sharma received the UNL-IANR ARD
Widaman Trust Distinguished Graduate Assistant Award. Shown
(center) with Dr. Mark Riley, Department Head (left) and
Dr. Suat Irmak (right).
Daran Rudnick, Ph.D.
student, received the
prestigious Gamma Sigma
Delta Outstanding Graduate
Student award at a Jan.,
2014 banquet. The award,
presented by Archie Clutter,
IANR Research Dean
recognizes outstanding
research accomplishments
and great promise for future
academic contributions in
agricultural engineering.

Shawl Desta

Evordius Rulazi

Students Begin M.S. Double Degree:
Advanced Water Management for Food
Production By Dean E. Eisenhauer
Shawl Desta from Ethiopia and Evordius Rulzai from
Tanzania began their studies in Delft, The Netherlands,
Oct. 2013, in the Double Master of Science Degree that
emphasizes Advanced Water Management for Food
Production. Students study at two institutions known for
providing postgraduate education in water and agriculture:
UNESCO-IHE Institute for Water Education (IHE) in
Delft and UNL. This cooperative program was developed
by Professors Dean Eisenhauer (BSE) and Ed Harvey
(School of Natural Resources) with IHE’s Laszlo Hayde and
Krishna Prashad and support from the Daugherty Water for
Food Institute. Students spend the first year at IHE and the
second at UNL. The target group for this specialization are
professionals working at ministries, authorities, river basin
and water users associations, universities, research institutes,
civil society organizations, and consultants engaged in
or interested in the fields of planning, water resources,
agriculture, engineering, environment, public works, or
related fields. After coursework, students undertake an
individual thesis research project in a country of their
choice. Those completing the program are awarded two
Masters Degrees: one from UNESCO-IHE and one from
UNL.

Dean Eisenhauer (in green) with UNESCO-IHE group last year.
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MEP Director, Curt Weller with Steve Weir, BSE
MSYM Alum and Pilot plant Manager for UNL Food
Processing Center (an MEP partner), checking on
operating conditions of fluidized bed dryer.

Curt Weller is Director of
Nebraska Manufacturing
Extension Partnership
The Nebraska Manufacturing Extension
Partnership (NE MEP) strives to be known
as the premier statewide provider of
manufacturing support and assistance to
enhance the productivity, innovative capacity,
and technological performance of small- and
medium-sized manufacturing enterprises
(SMEs). In line with the programmatic goals,
NE MEP intends to focus on assisting SMEs
with innovation-driven growth in five critical
areas: technology acceleration, continuous
improvement, sustainability, workforce, and
supplier development. The NE MEP will link
SMEs in Nebraska with either UNL specialists
or a network of external providers to deliver
services to increase the profitability and
competitiveness of Nebraska manufacturers as
they train workers, create new products, develop
new customers, and expand into new markets.

Science Literacy:

A Topic for the ASABE Annual Meeting
Students in Introduction to Biomedical Engineering and Teacher Learning and
Teacher Education students teamed up to develop and facilitate afterschool
science activities for K-5 students in Lincoln Public Schools this past fall.
The project goal was to help our engineering students develop skills for
communicating their technical knowledge with a broader audience.
Student teams formed science clubs based on a variety of themes. The Shocking
Secrets Club taught the children how electricity is used in the body through an
EKG activity and lie detector. The Ladybug Club explored insect movement to
learn about biomechanics. The Chemical Transformers extracted DNA from
strawberries to conceptualize genetics.
Dr. Jenny Melander, Extension Assistant Professor and Biomedical Engineer,
will speak about the collaboration at the July 2014 ASABE Annual International
Meeting in Montreal. Initial feedback from the students suggest that this type of
activity helps engineering students develop communication and teamwork skills
that will enable them to share their technical knowledge with people outside of
engineering, skills that are vital for success in today’s work environment.

Professor Weller will work with cooperating
partners from UNL’s College of Engineering,
IANR, and Central Community College, Grand
Island. UNL will receive $600,000 in federal
matching funds to strengthen the competitive
position and profitability of Nebraska’s
manufacturers in the global market.

MEP MANUFACTURING
EXTENSION PARTNERSHIP

Erick Moore facilitates science literacy at afterschool club.
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Our Faculty and Staff
The eXtension Governing Committee named Elbert
Dickey as eXtension Interim Executive Director for
2014. Dickey has a long history with Cooperative
Extension, most recently serving as Dean and Director
of Cooperative Extension in Nebraska from 2001 until
his retirement in July 2012.
Juliet Okuom became Assistant Business Manager
in the Filley Hall Business Center in January, from
City Campus Accounting and brings years of financial
management experience. Juliet’s office is in Chase Hall.
Welcome!
Sara Weixelman, PHR, began working as HR
Generalist for the College of Business Administration
in February. She had been with the Filley Hall Business
Center for 12 years, officed in Chase Hall the past six
years. We will miss Sara.
Dr. Luciano Mateos, received an OECD-Cooperative
Research Program Fellowship, to spend 6 months
(through May 2014) as a visiting scholar. Ron Yoder
will supervise his work on “irrigation technology to the
service of sustainable food production in developed and
developing countries.”
Suat Irmak received “Recognition for
Outstanding Service as Past Chair of
the Evapotranspiration in Irrigation and
Hydrology Committee” through the Irrigation
and Drainage Council of the American
Society of Civil Engineers-Environmental and
Water Resources Institute (ASCE-EWRI). He
also received an “Honorable Paper Award”
for the refereed journal article titled “Actual
and reference evaporative losses and surface
coefficients of a maize field during nongrowing (dormant) periods” published in The
Journal of Irrigation and Drainage Engineering.

Teaching
Excellence
Dr. Deepak Keshwani was

Angela Pannier (appanier2@unl.edu): Angela Pannier,
Biomedical Engineer, is involved in two collaborations: an
in vitro model of growth plate cartilage to discover factors
necessary for inducing native cartilage architecture for tissue
engineering applications with Andy Dudley at UNMC and an
in vitro modelof pig embryo elongation to develop strategies
for improving pregnancy outcomes with Jeremy Miles at US
MARC. Dr. Pannier’s lab is partially funded by American Heart
Association (AHA), and she is serving a third year as the UNL
Team Captain for the AHA Heart Walk in April. Last year, UNL
earned two trophies for its participation.
Dr. Shadi Othman will be promoted to Associate Professor
with continuous appointment (i.e. tenure) effective at the start
of the new academic year.
Suat Irmak hosted undergraduate interns from Northwest
Agriculture and Forestry University-China. Students gained
applied field research experience in evapotranspiration
measurements, irrigation engineering, crop water productivity
and related topics.
Dave Billesbach is involved in two separate research projects
in the extreme Arctic and part of the management team for the
nation’s premier greenhouse gas research networks.

Bill Kranz (Assoc Prof in BSE, stationed
at the Haskell Ag Lab) became the Interim
NEREC District Director and will be in this
role until a permanent director is identified.
Twig Marston, who was NEREC Director,
left UNL in January. Dr. Kranz is also to be
promoted to Full Professor effective at the
start of the new fiscal year.
John Hay (PI), Mike Kamm (ed media), and
Alexi Brown, (student intern) received the
2014 Service to the Industry Award from the
Nebraska Aviation Trades Association.

named the 2014 recipient of
a Junior Faculty Holling Family Award for
Teaching Excellence. Deepak was formally
recognized at an event on March 5th. The Holling
Family Award Program for Teaching Excellence was
made possible by a gift from the Holling family to honor
their pioneer parents. John Holling was a 1912 electrical
engineering graduate of the University and his brother,
Gustave Holling attended the College of Agriculture
before farming the family’s land in the Wood River area.

Three BSE faculty members
were awarded the UNL Parents
Association and UNL Teaching
Council Certificate of Recognition
for contributions to the education
of students. Parents nominate
faculty and staff for the honor.
Assistant Professor Deepak
Keshwani was recognized for the
second time; Associate Professor
Greg Bashford received his
third certificate; Professor Jack
Schinstock was given the award
for the seventeenth time!

Francisco Munoz-Arriola and Santosh Pitla were among thirteen
assistant professors selected for the 2013-14 Research Development
Fellows Program, an initiative to help pre-tenure faculty successfully
compete for grants.
Amy Schmidt is to receive a Layman Award to fund her research on
the internalization of pathogenic E. coli in spinach and onions using
biophotonic imaging. She is collaborating with Ty Schmidt (AnSci) and
researchers at Mississippi State University and the USDA-ARS in College
Station, Texas. Another project, funded by a Nebraska Water Center
grant and in collaboration with Dan Snow (UNL Water Sciences Lab)
and Xu Li and Shannon Bartelt-Hunt (CIVE/ENVR) looks at the role of
E.coli in creating free steroid hormones in the environment following
excretion in beef cattle urine and the internalization of pathogenic E. coli
and steroid hormones in tall fescue.
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L
earning how to design a rain garden for your yard has gone high tech,
or at least online, thanks to Surface Water Management Engineer Tom

Franti and his coauthor, Landscape Horticulture Specialist, Steve Rodie,
(Agronomy). The two authored the interactive Extension Circular (EC)
“Rain Garden Design: Site Selection and Sizing Guide” to aid homeowners
in selecting a proper location and designing a properly sized residential
rain garden, the online interactive publication was a first of its kind to use
interactive multimedia.
Rain gardens are landscape features that include an oval-shaped collection
area, usually 100 to 300 square feet, surrounded by soil berms from 4”- 8”
high that receive rain water from a roof downspout. They should have
a level bottom and a variety of plants to increase root growth, survive
Nebraska’s environment, and add a beautiful garden view to your yard.
The Rain Garden Design EC works best as an online learning tool, and
includes video clips, interactive animations, and a design calculation sheet
for selecting the proper rain garden size, but it can be printed in a pdf
document form. “Future plans are for a plant selection and placement EC
similar to this design guide,” said Rodie. Access the Rain Garden Design EC
at: http://www.ianrpubs.unl.edu/epublic/live/ec1262/build/ec1262.pdf

Alumni
Parents

Spring Banquet 2014

Annual Awards and Recognition Dinner

Students
Faculty
Staff

Senior Design Project Exhibits
Awards & Accomplishments of
Students, Faculty, and Alumni

Plan now to attend

Return reservation by April 18 to:
BSE Spring Banquet, Atten: Eileen Curtis
Biological Systems Engineering Department
200 CHA University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Lincoln, NE 68583-0726
Phone: 402-472-3905
ecurtis1@unl.edu

Friday April 25, 2014
Nebraska East Union, Great Plains Room
5:30 PM — Student Design Exhibits
6:30 PM — Dinner
7:30 PM — Program

Name(s)
Address
City

State

Phone

Email

No. attending

@$10/person =

Graduating Seniors and Graduate students

Zip

Enclosed
No Charge

Note: The Hall of Fame Induction will be held later this summer due to a scheduling conflict.
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According to
the latest
U.S. News and
World Report,
BSE’s graduate
program is
ranked 9th in
the U.S.

GRADUATION December 2013
MSYM

BSEN

Logan Brown
Blake Crossgrove
Michael Dibbern
Matthew Favinger
Jerad Gubbels
Tyler Lackas
Payne Lambert
Seth Oliverius
Austin Petersen
Andrew Pietzyk
Cameron Popp
Aaron Shropshire
Adam Svoboda
Jared Werner

Brian Barnes
Alexandre Daly
Eric Farris With Distinction
Keith Miller
Cat Nguyen
Sheridan Nusz
Jared Ostdiek

With Distinction, Honors Program

Ian Parsley With Highest

Distinction, Honors Program

M.S. Degrees

Gaby Arrellano (ABSE)
Catherine Sargus (ABSE)
Ali Mohammed (MYSM)

THE DEAN’S LIST
BSEN

Ellie Ahlquist
Paula Andrie
Tara Asgarpoor
John Bader
Thomas Bainter
Brian Barnes
Victoria Bart
Emily Bender
Matthew Benson
Jared Beyersdorf
Christopher Black
Tasneem Bouzid
David Bunker
Julia Burchell
Madison Burger
Courtney Cahoy
Erica Carder
Brinson Chapp
Kathryn Chrisman
Hannah Christian
Kathryn Conroy
Aaron Cronican
Christopher Davidson
Danielle DeGroote
Timothy Dornbos
Drew Dudley
Katherine Dudley
Zachary Duncan
Alexander Eggert
Stephen Enke
Collin Erickson
Eric Farris
Mitchell Frischmeyer

Erica Geis
Nicholas Gerken
Nathan Giles
Megan Gren
Devin Grier
Nolan Hanna
Matthew Hedrick
Erica Hedrick
Bailey Heil
Austin Helmink
Charles Hinds
Richard Horrocks
Sara Hutcheson
Benjamin Joekel
Emilie Johnson
Hayden Kaderly
Kathleen Kendall
Emily Klimisch
Karlie Knoepfler
Ted Kocher
Nathaniel Korth
Larissa Krenk
Natalie Lenners
Todd Leutzinger
Brenden Lopp
Mitchell Maguire
Nathaniel Mannebach
Blakeley Marsh
David Marshall
Aaron Matzke
Marissa McCormick
Linkai Mei
Hunter Miller
Michael Moeller

Ethan Monhollon
Luke Monhollon
Erik Moore
Rachel Morford
Nathan Morhardt
Aubrey Mueller
Samantha Nelson
Emily Olig
Jared Ostdiek
Keith Ozanne
Ian Parsley
Jameela Pedersen
Anna Petrow
Nicholas Phillips
Alexander Pieper
Ravi Raghani
Kevin Real
Quinton Reckmeyer
Wade Reigle
Nikolai Reitz
Colton Roessner
Dylan Rogers
Douglas Rowen
Lukas Samuelson
Itahi Sanchez
Deidre Sandall
Audra Sasse
Kara Scheel
Alyson Schulte
Nicole Schuster
John Shook
Cole Sievers
James Sinclair
Ann Skradski

Nicholas Phillips Honors Program
Justin Rosenbohm
Kara Scheel
Ashley Schmidt
Alexander Sellers
Jacob Sison-Martinez
Katherine Smith
Joseph Tran
Samantha Triba
Gill Wright IV

Fall Semester 2013
Riley Smith
Hillary Stoll
Christopher Sullivan
David Szalewski
Jared Thomsen
Emily Thrailkill
Anna Toner
Nhat Tran
Lindsey Trejo
Claire Tunakan
Claire Uryasz
Kevin Vakilzadian
Alex Van Lent
Jordan Verplank
Blake Wagner
Emily Waring
Katelyn Watts
Mitchell White
Alexis Woodward
James Yong

AGEN

Sydney Alberson
Thomas Bader
Adam Frerichs
Mitchell Goedeken
Rafael Granja
Turner Hagen
Mark Hilderbrand
Max Hjermstad
Caleb Lindhorst
Shane Manning
Tyler Manning
Joshua Meyer

Robert Olsen
Keith Prothman
Wyatt Stubbs
Joseph Timmons
Joshua Tomjack
Bennett Turner
Aaron Vancura
Zachary Wacker

MSYM

Kali Bohling

Scott Bohn
Derek Bracht
Greg Frenzel
Timothy Frey
Benjamin Halvorson
Jonathon Jahnke
Kerry McPheeters
Ethan Nutter
Ethan Paasch
Cameron Popp
Jacob Rafert
Whitney Schultz
Jared Werner
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Our Alumni

BSE Graduates Changing the World
Crystal Bryan (BSEN, B.S. 2007) Following the
completion of a Ph.D. in Genetics from Tufts University
Sackler School in Boston, she was hired as a Life
Sciences Consultant at Deloitte in Chicago. “I’m able to
use elements of my engineering degree across the entire
value chain of pharmaceutical companies, strengthening
my value to clients and consumers,” she reports.
Stephanie Canny (BSEN, B.S. 2009) works at UNL as a
Bioinformatician/Computational Biologist.
Quentin Dudley (BSEN, B.S. 2011, M.S. 2012) is
currently pursuing a Ph.D. in the Chemical and
Biological Engineering Department at Northwestern
University with research focusing on cell-free metabolic
engineering of E. coli for isoprenoid production from
renewable carbohydrates or C1feedstocks.
Matt Helmers (AGEN, BSEN, Ph.D., 2003)
was named to the Dean’s Professorship in
the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences
at Iowa State University in January, where
he has been an an associate professor of
agricultural and biosystems engineering
since 2003. He serves as associate chair for research and
extension for the ISU Department of Agricultural and
Biosystems Engineering.
Adam Huttenmaier (BSEN, B.S.) recently moved back
to Nebraska, after working in Illinois with Caterpillar for
8 years, and has taken a new position with Monsanto in
Waco, NE, as a Field Automation Engineer.
Troy Ingram (MSYM, M.S. 2006) is a UNL Extension
Educator in Merrick County, NE, focusing on irrigated
cropping systems. He and his wife also farm ~400 acres
in Greeley County, NE.
Andrew Landgraf (AGEN, B.S.) is employed at CNH
Industrial, New Holland, PA, as a Field Test Engineer 1.
Christina O’Keefe (Knapp) (AGEN, B.S. 2007) works
for Kerry Ingredients & Flavours, Beloit, WI, as HSE
Regional Manager.
Mary Regier (BSEN, B.S. 2009, M.S. 2011) is a Graduate
Research Assistant/Ph.D. Candidate at University
of Wisconsin Madison, Department of Biomedical
Engineering.

What’s New? Update your profile at: bse.unl.edu
Inclusion in the newsletter is optional.
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Larsen Tractor Test & Power Museum:

Historically Unique
Situated deep within the University of Nebraska-Lincoln’s East
Campus is a petite, white, stucco building that houses some of the
oldest relics relative to Nebraska’s history: Larsen Tractor Test
& Power Museum. It is one of the oldest buildings on campus
and was built in 1919 as the Nebraska Tractor Test Lab (NTTL).
Testing took place here from 1920 to 1980, when NTTL moved
to a new site down the hill from Larsen Museum. Our collection
has several examples of its rich tractor testing history: “The
Beginnings” exhibit has a 1916 Rumley Oil Pull and a 1916 Ford
tractor; the “First Test” exhibit shows a 1918 Waterloo Boy on a
1930’s dynamometer used for measuring a tractor’s horse power;
and a 1925 Holt Caterpillar (now known as CAT) was recently
donated by Charlie Sheets. We also have testing equipment,
such as a fuel scale used from the 1920’s to the 1960’s, scientific
instruments, sound test meters, and tools.
Our newest exhibits: “In the Weeds” features an unrestored
Oliver 60 and SC Case in front of an old barn, where many
vintage tractors rest. The NTTL test car, first introduced in
1935, then modified adding an Oliver tractor, used for testing
until 2002 (when the current test car replaced it) is displayed so
visitors may see what it takes to conduct a drawbar test and all
the instruments the engineers need; the Bill Splinter Memorial
Gallery will display agricultural themed artwork of Nebraska
artists; the first will be Craig Cassell. His exhibit features a dozen
graphite drawings of antique tractors, old buildings, and outdoor
scenes, expertly rendered by mouth using a dental device that
allowed Craig to draw in spite of a diving accident that resulted
in quadriplegia when he was 17, and will be on display April September.
Upcoming additions: a remodeled museum store/entry area; a
classroom/meeting space; remodeled research library; and several
new exhibits, such as Henry Ford’s tractor story with our Model
T and Fordson. Larsen Tractor Museum is open Tues.-Fri., 9
a.m.-4 p.m. & Sat.,10 a.m.-2 p.m.; admission is free for all ages.
We do take donations and rely on volunteers and donated funds.
NTTL and group tours are available. Please call 402-472-8389 or
email ltodd6@unl.edu for more information, to schedule a group,
or to volunteer. Our website has directions, news, and events:
tractormuseum.unl.edu

In Memoriam
Dr. Lawrence “Larry” E. Ehlers, 80, of Lincoln died on January 20, 2014.
He was a long time professor in the College of Engineering. He was a very
involved member of the Friends of the Larsen Tractor Test and Power
Museum.
Born October 4, 1933 in Junction City, Kansas, he graduated from Junction
City High school in 1952. He received his B.S. (1957) and M.S. (1962) from
Kansas State University in Manhattan, and his Ph.D. (1969) from Oklahoma
State University in Stillwater. Larry was an associate professor of mechanical engineering at
UNL until he retired in 1994.
Larry was always very involved with students. He sponsored many organizations including
ASME and Order of the Engineer. He was active in several engineering organizations and
received numerous Outstanding Service awards from
organizations such as Nebraska Society of Professional
Engineers, American Society for Engineering Education, and
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. He always
assisted with NSPE MathCounts.

2014
Conference
of Food
Engineering
April 7–9, Omaha, NE

In retirement, Larry played golf, did woodworking, and
volunteered at the Lester F. Larsen Tractor Test & Power
Museum. He had an honorary life membership at the
Museum. Larry was from a farming family. Volunteering at
the Museum was a tie to his childhood. He loved to drive
the museum tractors in the State Fair parade. His family has
asked that memorials go to Larsen Museum.

Gary John DeBerg, passed away on
February 4, 2014. Gary was born April
2, 1949 to John and Dorothy DeBerg,
in Watertown, S.D. He worked in BSE
for 38 years, retiring in 2013. He loved
riding his Harley, making numerous trips
to the annual Sturgis Motorcycle Rally,
camping, fishing, rock hounding and
teaching others. Gary was an asset to both
students and staff, a wealth of knowledge
on equipment and repair.

Kyle VerMaas, a sophomore biological
systems engineering major died March
16, 2014 as a result of complications
from a virus that had taken over his
brain. He was a graduate of Pius X
High School in Lincoln. Kyle aspired
to design bioprosthetics. He planned to
study abroad in Spain this summer. “His
motto was ‘go big or go home,’” his mother told The Daily
Nebraskan. “He did everything to the fullest and pushed the
envelope on everything.” Kyle was on the Dean’s list, was a
member of the Newman Center, and was an organ donor. He
was 20 years old. Memorials can go to the family for future
designation.

Dr. Jeyam Subbiah is the Organizing
Committee Chair of the 12th Conference
of Food Engineering (CoFE 2014), to be
held at the Embassy Suites–Old Market
in Omaha, Mon., April 7—Wed., April 9.
CoFE is designed to foster the exchange of
ideas between industry, government and
academia; increase awareness of emerging
technologies for food processing; and
identify new research directions.
An outstanding panel of speakers will
be presenting. Themes for the three
General Sessions focus on Food Safety
Engineering, Simulations in Advanced
Food Engineering, and Food for Health.
The 18 Concurrent Sessions encompass a
variety of technical sessions presented by
experts in specific research areas within
food engineering.

Kyle with BSE faculty at 2013
Edible Car event.

We hope you will join us for what is sure to
be an excellent event!
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223 L. W. Chase Hall
P.O. Box 830726
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Department of
Biological Systems
Engineering at UNL
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T

he next generation of BSE students could
use your help. Your generous donations support
student scholarships and special opportunities,
as well as equipment for classrooms and
laboratories. Please consider making a
donation to the Biological Systems Engineering
Excellence Fund to provide student programs
and scholarships. If you prefer, you can establish
your own fund and name it for a family member,
friend or mentor.

To arrange a gift, contact:
Josh Egley, (CASNR/MSYM)
402-458-1202
jegley@nufoundation.org
OR
Karen Moellering (COE, AGEN/BSEN)
402-458-1179
kmoellering@nufoundation.org

The University of Nebraska–Lincoln is an equal opportunity educator and employer with a comprehensive plan for diversity.

Spring Banquet 2014

Annual Awards and Recognition Dinner
Alumni
Parents
Students
Faculty
Staff

Senior Design Project Exhibits
Awards & Accomplishments of
Students, Faculty, and Alumni

Friday April 25, 2014
Nebraska East Union, Great Plains Room
5:30 PM — New Student Design Exhibits
6:30 PM — Dinner
7:30 PM — Program

Make reservations by April 18 to:
BSE Spring Banquet, Atten: Eileen Curtis
Biological Systems Engineering Department
200 CHA University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Lincoln, NE 68583-0726
Phone: 402-472-3905
ecurtis1@unl.edu
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